Conventional vs. reduced field of view diffusion weighted imaging of the prostate: Comparison of image quality, correlation with histology, and inter-reader agreement.
To evaluate if Field of view Optimized and Constrained Undistorted Single shot (FOCUS) (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) diffusion weighted images (DWI) provide more reliable imaging than conventional DWI, with non-inferior quantitative apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) results. IRB approval was obtained for this study of 43 patients (44 exams, one patient with two visits) that underwent multiparametric prostate MRI with two DWI sequences and subsequent radical prostatectomy with histology as the gold standard. Randomized DWI sequence images were graded independently by two blinded experienced prostate MRI radiologists with a period of memory extinction between the two separate reading sessions. Blinded images were also reviewed head to head in a later session for direct comparison. Multiple parameters were measured from a region of interest in a dominant lesion as well as two control areas. Patient characteristics were collected by chart review. There was good correlation between the mean ADC value for lesions obtained by conventional and FOCUS DWI (ρ=0.85), with no trend toward any systematic difference, and equivalent correlation between ADC measurements and Gleason score. Agreement between the two readers was significantly higher for lesion ROI analysis with the FOCUS DWI derived ADC values (CCC 0.839) compared with the conventional ADC values (CCC 0.618; difference 0.221, 95% CI 0.01-0.46). FOCUS showed significantly better image quality scores (separate review: mean 2.17±0.6, p<0.001) compared to the conventional sequence (mean 2.65±0.6, p<0.001). In 13 cases the image quality was improved from grade of 3+ with conventional DWI to <3 with FOCUS DWI, a clinically meaningful improvement. Head-to-head blinded review found 61 ratings showed strong to slight preference for FOCUS, 13 no preference, and 14 slight preference for the conventional sequence. There was also a strong and equivalent correlation between both sequences and PIRADS version 2 grading (ρ=-0.56 and -0.58 for FOCUS and conventional, respectively, p<0.001 for both). FOCUS DWI of the prostate shows significant improvement in inter-reader agreement and image quality. As opposed to previous conflicting smaller studies, we found equivalent ADC metrics compared with the conventional DWI sequence, and preserved correlation with Gleason score. In 52% of patients the improved image quality with FOCUS had the potential to salvage exams with otherwise limited to non-diagnostic DWI.